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ABSTRACT
Observations of two H2CO (303Y202 and 321Y220) lines and continuum emission at 1.3 mm toward Sgr B2(N) and
Sgr B2(M) have been carried out with the SMA. The mosaic maps of Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) in both continuum
and lines show a complex distribution of dust and molecular gas in both clumps and ﬁlaments surrounding the com-
pactstarformationcores.WehaveobservedadeceleratingoutﬂoworiginatedfromtheSgrB2(M)core,showingthat
both the redshifted and blueshifted outﬂow components have a common terminal velocity. This terminal velocity is
58   2k ms  1. It provides an excellent method for determination of the systematic velocity of the molecular cloud.
The SMA observations have also shown that a large fraction of absorption against the two continuum cores is red-
shiftedwithrespecttothesystematicvelocitiesof SgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M),respectively,suggestingthatthemajority
of the dense molecular gas is ﬂowing into the two major cores where massive stars have been formed. We have solved
the radiative transfer in a multilevel system with LVG approximation. The observed H2CO line intensities and their
ratioscanbeadequatelyﬁttedwiththismodelforthemostof thegascomponents.However,thelineintensitiesbetween
the higher energy level transition H2CO(321Y220) and the lower energy level transition H2CO(303Y202) is reversed in
the redshifted outﬂow region of Sgr B2(M), suggesting the presence of inversion in population between the ground
levels in the two K ladders (K 1   0a n d2 ) .T h ep o s s i b i l i t yo fw e ak maser processes for the H2CO emission in
Sgr B2(M) is discussed.
Subject headingg s: Galaxy: center — ISM: individual (Sgr B2) — ISM: kinematics and dynamics —
ISM: molecules — radio lines: ISM — stars: formation
Online material: color ﬁgure
1. INTRODUCTION
The giant molecular cloud Sgr B2, located close to the Ga-
lactic center ( 440 from Sgr A ), is a well-known massive star-
forming region in our Galaxy. Sgr B2 consists of an extended
envelope, a hot ring, and a few compact cores (e.g., Goicoechea
et al. 2004). The radio continuum and recombination line obser-
vations of the compact H ii regions suggest that Sgr B2(N) and
Sgr B2 (M) are the two most active star-forming cores in this
region (Gaume & Claussen 1990; Gaume et al. 1995; Mehringer
etal.1993;dePreeetal.1995,1996,1998).Masers,outﬂows,and
possible rotation of the two dense cores have been revealed from
observations of various molecular lines at centimeter and milli-
meter wavelengths (Reid et al. 1988; Gaume & Claussen 1990;
Martin-Pintadoetal.1990;Mehringeretal.1994;Lisetal.1993;
Kuan&Snyder1996;Liu&Snyder1999).Inaddition,previous
observations have shown evidence for the two hot cores to be
atdifferentevolutionarystagesandtohavedifferentmolecular
abundances (e.g., Vogel et al. 1987; Lis et al. 1993; Miao et al.
1995; Kuan et al. 1996; Liu & Snyder 1999).
H2CO pervades the interstellarm e d i u ma n di th a sas i m p l e
chemical reaction path which has been proven to be a useful
probe of physical conditions (e.g., Mangum & Wootten 1993).
The H2CO(110Y111) transition at 6 cm was observed in absorp-
tion against discrete continuum sources toward Sgr B2 complex
with an angular resolution of  1000 ;2000, showing nearly the
same radial velocity pattern as that of the radio recombination
lines (Martin-Pintado et al. 1990; Mehringer et al. 1995). These
authors suggested that the H2CO(110Y111) transition probably
arises from the surrounding gas with a relatively low mean H2
density of  104 cm 3 (Martin-Pintado et al. 1990; Mehringer
et al. 1995).
ThemillimeterH2COlinesareanexcellenttracerof H2density
>105 cm 3 (e.g., Mangum & Wootten 1993). In addition, H2CO
is a planar asymmetric top molecule with very little asymmetry.
The symmetry of the spin function of the molecule leads to two
transition classes:ortho-H2CO levelsifthespin wave functionis
symmetric and para-H2CO levels if antisymmetric. Since para-
H2CO is 1Y3t i m e sl e s sa b u n d a n tt h a no r t h o - H 2CO, observa-
tions of para-H2CO have less opacity effect (Kahane et al. 1984;
Mangum & Wootten 1993). Hence, para-H2CO appears to be a
better probe to determine the physical conditions of the massive
star formation regions.
Themillimeter/submillimetertransitionsof H2COgasrequire
relatively high excitation temperature and high H2 density com-
pared to those in the centimeter wave bands. If the brightness
temperature of the continuum emission is higher than the excita-
tion temperature, theabsorption against the continuum cores can
be observed in millimeter and submillimeter wave bands with the
high angular resolution of an interferometric array (such as the
Submillimeter Array,
5 hereafter SMA). Taking advantage of
thelargebandwidthcoverageof theSMA,wehaveobservedmul-
tipleH2COlinestowardSgrB2at1.3mmwithinabandwidthof
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cedure, the uncertainties due to absolute ﬂux density calibration
amongthedifferentlinetransitionscanbemitigatedbymeasuring
the line-intensity ratios, which are needed to determine physical
conditions, such as kinetic temperature and H2 number density,
of thegas.Inaddition,theSMAisnotsensitivetoextendedlarger
scaleemission(  5000).Thus,theSMAobservationsaresensitive
totheclumpsof high-densitygasratherthantheextendeddiffuse
components.
Inthispaper,wepresenttheresultsfromtheSMAobservations
of SgrB2attheH2COlinesandcontinuumat1.3mm.Thepaper
is organized as follows: x 2d i s c u s s e st h eo b s e r v a t i o n sa n dd a t a
reduction.Inx3wepresentthedataanalysisandresults.Inx4,we
present the kinematics in Sgr B2(M) by a model incorporating a
sphericallysymmetricinﬂowalongwithadeceleratingoutﬂow.In
x 5 we model the physical properties of the H2CO gas in Sgr B2
using thelarge velocity gradient (LVG) approach. In x 6, we dis-
cusstheimportantresultsderivedfromourobservationsandanal-
ysis.Wesummarizetheresultsinx7.Weadoptadistanceof 8kpc
to Sgr B2.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Observations toward Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) were car-
ried out at 218 (lower sideband) and 228 GHz (upper sideband)
with seven antennas of the SMA in the compact north array on
2005 August 1 for 8 hr. The projected baselines ranged from 5 to
50 kk. The weather was good during the observations with    
0:09 at 225 GHz. The typical system temperature was 130 K.
SgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M)wereobservedinseparateﬁeldswith
15minuteobservingtimesoneachsourceinterleaving5minutes
on the phase reference source Sgr A  (<0.1 mas,  3J ya t
230 GHz,  450 from Sgr B2). Our two target ﬁelds were
centeredat R:A:(J2000:0)   17h47m19:882s,d ec l :(J2000:0)  
 28
 22018:3700 and R:A:(J2000:0)   17h47m20:156s,
decl:(J2000:0)    28
 23003:5600,forSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M),
respectively. In addition, Callisto (4.1 Jy) and the QSO 3C454.3
(32 Jy) were also observed for the ﬂux-density and bandpass cal-
ibrations. The ﬂux density was estimated from Callisto with the
assumptionthatitsbrightnesstemperaturewas120Kanditsangu-
larsizewas1.1400.ThethreetransitionsH2CO(303Y202),(322Y221),
and(321Y220)werepositionedinthelower2GHzsideband(LSB).
H2CO(322Y221) emission appears to be blended with a transition
of CH3OH and will be not used in the analysis in this paper. The
two unblended transitions, H2CO(303Y202)a n d( 3 21Y220), have
upper level energies of 21.0 and 67.8 K and rest frequencies
of 218.2222 and 218.7601 GHz, respectively. The spectral res-
olution of 0.8125 MHz corresponds to a velocity resolution of
1.1 km s 1.
The data reduction was carried out in Miriad.
6 We recomputed
theDopplervelocityforeachof thetargetsourcessincetheonline
Doppler tracking was only made on Sgr B2(N). System temper-
ature corrections were applied. Antenna-based bandpass ripples
were corrected by applying the linear interpolation of the band-
pass solutions determined from Callisto and 3C454.3. There are
spectral-window-based offsets in amplitude and phase on some
baselines due to the correlator errors, which were also corrected.
The residual errors due to the bandpass shape of the individual
spectral windows were reduced to a level below 1% of the con-
tinuum level. In the antenna-based gain corrections, we chose
the visibilities of Sgr A  in the UV range between 20 kilo-
wavelengths and longer in order to eliminate the contamination
from the extended dust and H ii emission. The gains determined
fromthepointsource(emissionfromSgrA )wereappliedtothe
Sgr B2 data.
The molecular lines were identiﬁed in the rest frame by use of
theJPLcatalog,asdonebyothers(Suttonetal.1985;Nummelin
etal.1998).TheH2COtransitionsandafewothermolecularlines
have been unambiguously identiﬁed (see spectrum in Fig. 1).
Thecontinuumwassubtractedwithalinearﬁttingtothespec-
trum of line-free channels in each baseline. For Sgr B2(M), the
line-freechannelscanbeeasilyselectedfromthespectruminthe
(u, v) domain (Fig. 1). However, for Sgr B2(N), the molecular
spectral lines are crowded over each 2 GHz band and it is difﬁ-
cult to choose the line-free channels. We developed a procedure
toselecttheline-freechannelsforthecontinuumsubtraction.First,
after reducing the spectral resolution to 1 km s 1,w em a d ee a c h
of the channel maps (2600 channels over the 2 GHz band) in-
cludingboththelineandcontinuum.Fromthechannelmaps,we
selected the channels without extended emission (>4  ). The
continuum level was determined from these apparently line-free
channels. We selected 16 and 37 line-free spectral windows for
theﬁeldsof SgrB2(M)andSgrB2(N),respectively.Then,using
thetaskUVLINinMiriad,we determinedthe continuum level by
ﬁtting to the line-free channels. The UVLIN gives two output
(u,v)datasets,oneforthecontinuumandtheotherforcontinuum-
free spectral line.
Self-calibration was performed to the continuum data using
the compact sources of the continuum cores for a few iterations
inordertoeliminateresidualerrors.Thegainsolutionsdetermined
fromthecontinuumdatawereappliedtothelinedata,fromwhich
weconstructedthespectraldatacube.Thepreliminaryimagesof
thecontinuumandlinesweremadeusingnaturalweighting.The
cleanalgorithmwasappliedtoremovetheeffectsof thesidelobes.
The synthesized beam sizes of the continuum and line images
were approximately 5:400 ; 3:200 (P:A:   12:5
 ). The mosaic
maps of the two ﬁelds, Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M), were made
using a simple linear mosaic algorithm. The primary beam at-
tenuation was also corrected in the ﬁnal line cubes and contin-
uum image. The statistical 1   rms noise of the continuum was
0.1 Jy beam 1.T h e1  rms noise levels of the line images were
0.18 and 0.16 Jy beam 1 per channel for the H2CO(303Y202)a n d
(321Y220)lines,respectively .ThehighernoiseintheH2CO(303Y202)
lineimageswasduetoitsstronglineintensityandthelimitof the
dynamic range in the clean process.
3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. The Continuum at 1.3 mm
Figure 2 shows the mosaic continuum map of Sgr B2(N) and
Sgr B2(M) at 1.3 mm. The brightest components of Sgr B2(N)
(Ip   29:2   2:1J yb e a m  1)a n dS g rB 2 ( M )( Ip   20:2  
1:3J yb e a m  1), are associated with the massive star-forming
cores K1-3 and F1-4 (Gaume & Claussen 1990), respectively. In
addition to the emission from these cores, a few nearby contin-
uum clumps were detected, including the components K4 (Ip  
1:40   0:12Jybeam 1),NE(Ip   1:20   0:14Jybeam 1),NW
(Ip  1:00  0:11 Jy beam 1), ME (Ip  0:58   0:15 Jy beam 1),
and MW (Ip   1:70   0:18 Jy beam 1).
Gaussian ﬁtting to the individual continuum components was
carriedout.Theindividualemissionclumpsnearthecompactcores
or the K1-3 and F1-4 clusters were modeled as simple Gaussian
components. The two compact cores, K1-3 and F1-4, appeared
to be too complicated to be ﬁtted with single Gaussian compo-
nents.Amodelconsistingof aGaussianandtwounresolvedcom-
pactcomponentswasusedtoﬁttothedataof thecore(K1-3).The
6 The data reduction procedures for SMA data are outlined in the Web site
http://sma-www.cfa.harvard.edu/miriadWWW.
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nents are consistent with K3 and K2 positions, respectively. An-
other point component agrees (within  100)w i t ht h e3 . 5m m
continuum source that is located south of K3 (see Fig. 1b of
Liu & Snyder 1999). The Sgr B2(M) core (F1-4) is ﬁtted well
withaGaussiancomponentandapointcomponent(closetoF3
within  0.500). The peak positions, deconvolved angular sizes,
peak intensities, and total ﬂux densities of the continuum com-
ponents are summarized in Table 1.
The components K4, MW, and Z10.24 have been detected at
radioandmillimeterwavelengths(Lisetal.1993;Kuan&Snyder
1994; Gaume et al. 1995; Liu & Snyder 1999). Z10.24, located
in the middle between Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) (see Fig. 2),
shows a unique ﬁlamentary structure at 1.3 mm continuum. The
designation of Z10.24 follows that used by Gaume et al. (1995)
and de Pree et al. (1996), who detected the H66  line toward it.
Z10.24 was marginally detected at 1.3 mm by Lis et al. (1993)
with higher angular resolution (4:500 ;3:700)a n dp o o r e rs e n s i -
tivity. The SMA observations show an elongated structure in
Z10.24 with a peak intensity of 2:02   0:16 Jy beam 1 (12  ).
The core of Z10.24 is unresolved in the subarcsecond resolution
images at both 1.3 cm and 3.5 mm (Gaume et al. 1995; Liu &
Snyder 1999). The 1.3 mm continuum image and the detected
vibrational HC3N emission (de Vicente et al. 2000) suggest that
the 1.3 mm continuum of Z10.24 is dominated by the dust emis-
sion and Z10.24 is likely to be a younger massive star formation
region.
There have been no detections of the components NW, NE,
andMEinthepreviousobservationsatlongerwavelengths.These
three componentsare possiblythe dustemissionfromsubcoresat
arelativelyearlystageof starformation.Thedetectionsneedtobe
veriﬁed with further observations at shorter wavelengths and at
higher angular resolutions.
3.2. H2CO Lines
Thecontinuum-free channelmapsinbothH2CO(303Y202)and
H2CO(321Y220)lineswereconstructedinthevelocityrangefrom
8to151kms 1atintervalsof 1kms 1.Thechannelmapsofthe
H2CO transitions are complicated, containing several kinemati-
cal features in either emission or absorption. Those emission and
absorption components are separated well in our higher spectral
resolutionmapsbutsomeof them(inthecontinuumcoreregions)
are overlapped. In the moment analysis, the negative intensity
value from the absorption and the positive value from the emis-
sion may cancel each other in the overlapping regions and thus
the resultant moment maps might not reﬂect the true gas distri-
bution. Hence, the emission and absorption need to be handled
separately.
3.2.1. Line Emission
Figure 3 is the integrated line emission images constructed
fromthechannelmapsforthetwotransitions,H2CO(321Y220)and
(303Y202), respectively. The moment 0 images were made with a
4 cutoffineachchannelmap.Thelesssigniﬁcantemissionandthe
absorptionareexcludedinthemomentanalysis.Mostof emission
isdistributedaroundthetwocoresof SgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M).
Clearly, the distribution of the H2CO emission is not spherically
symmetric with respect to each of these cores. In the Sgr B2(N)
region,inadditiontothegasconcentrationatthecore,gasclumps
located northeast and southwest of the core are observed in both
Fig. 1.—Spectrum from (u, v) domain on the baseline 3Y4 for Sgr B2(M). The horizontal axis is the frequency in the rest frame and the vertical is the amplitude and
phase.ULindicatestheunidentiﬁedlines.Wenotethatthefeaturesat218.222and218.760GHzareapparentlydominatedbyH2CO(303Y202and321Y220)andthepossible
contaminations from O13CS, c-C3H2,a n dS O 18O at the transitions near the H2CO frequencies 218.222 and 218.760 GHz appear to be insigniﬁcant in Sgr B2(M). These
molecular lines also appear to be insigniﬁcant in Sgr B2(N). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this ﬁgure.]
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H2CO(321Y220) emission, the higher transition gas, is similar to
thatof the emissionfromthelowertransitiongasH2CO(303Y202).
Hereafter we refer to H2CO(321Y220) as the higher transition
and H2CO(303Y202)a st h el o w e rt r a n s i t i o n .I nt h eS g rB 2 (M)
region,astrongemissioncomponentelongatedinthenorthwest-
southeast direction is observed in both H2CO transitions. An
arch structure (M1 3000 long and 1000 wide), 800 northwest of the
Sgr B2(M) core appears in both H2CO transitions. The major
difference in the emission distribution from the two transitions
occurs in the outﬂow (Lis et al. 1993) region located southeast
of the Sgr B2(M) core. A signiﬁcant emission ‘‘tongue’’ (M5)
(1500 ;700)w a sd e t e c t e df r o mt h eh i g h e rH 2CO transition gas,
whilenosigniﬁcantdetectionwasmadeof thelowerH2COtran-
sition gas.
3.2.2. Systematic Velocities
Based on a line survey at 340 GHz from single-dish obser-
vations, Sutton et al. (1991) obtained mean systematic velocities
65 and 61 km s 1 of Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M). Their obser-
vations showed signiﬁcant velocity variations among the differ-
ent species. The differences are mostly caused by the chemical
differencesof themolecules. The differentspecies sample differ-
entphysical environments. The highangular resolution observa-
tions of H66  (de Pree et al. 1995, 1996) showed that the mean
systematicvelocitiesare69.8and65.3kms 1fortheSgrB2(M)-F
andSgrB2(N)-Kclusters,respectively.Therelativelyhighermean
velocity of 69.8 km s 1in Sgr B2(M) is likely causedbythe high-
velocity motion of the ionized gas of the UCH ii regions with
respecttothecentroidof thesystem.Inx4,wewillshowthatthe
systematic velocity determined from the terminal velocity of the
outﬂow in Sgr B2(M) is 58 km s 1 (see also Appendix A). In
the rest of the paper, we adopt systematic velocities of 58 and
65 km s 1 for Sgr B2(M) and Sgr B2(N), respectively.
3.2.3. Absorption toward the Cores
Thestrongcontinuumcoresareexcellentprobesof absorption
by the cold gas that resides in front of them. Absorption is ob-
servedtowardboththeSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M)continuumcores
(see Fig. 3, left). Multiple Gaussian line components were ﬁtted
to the spectra for each of the two transitions in both cores. The
parameters of these ﬁts are listed in Table 2. The systematic ve-
locities are marked with vertical lines in Figure 3. The majority
of the absorbing gas in Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) is redshifted
with respect to the systematic velocities 58 and 65 km s 1,r e -
spectively. The redshifted absorption gas provides evidence for
the existence of gas accreting onto the two cores.
If the absorbing gas covers the continuum source completely
andtheemissionfromthegasisinsigniﬁcant,thelineintensityis
TABLE 1
The SMA Measurements of Continuum Emission
Source R.A. (J2000.0)
 R.A.
(arcsec) Decl. (J2000.0)
 Decl.
(arcsec) Angular Size and (PA)
Peak Intensity
(Jy beam 1)
Flux Density
(Jy)
K1-3
a.............................. 17 47 19.89  0.1  28 22 17.6  0.3 6.800 ; 3.500 ( 25
 )2 9 . 2   25 2 . 1   4
K4................................... 17 47 20.02  0.1  28 22 04.7  0.1 5.200 ; 4.800 ( 49
 ) 1.4   0.1 3.5   0.3
NE.................................. 17 47 20.56  0.5  28 22 14.4  0.3 5.900 ; 1.400 ( 71
 ) 1.2   0.1 2.5   0.3
NW................................. 17 47 19.27  0.3  28 22 11.8  0.3 5.100 ; 4.100 (0
 ) 1.0   0.1 2.3   0.2
Z10.24............................ 17 47 20.04  0.3  28 22 41.2  0.4 13.300 ; 4.400 (66
 ) 2.0   0.2 9.1   0.8
F1-4
b .............................. 17 47 20.17  0.2  28 23 04.9  0.3 7.800 ; 4.400 ( 58
 )2 0 . 2   1.3 35.6   3
ME.................................. 17 47 21.65  0.6  28 22 57.0  0.7 4.100 ; 2.600 (73
 )0 . 5 8   0.15 1.0   0.3
MW................................ 17 47 19.56  0.8  28 23 04.3  0.6 12.800 ; 8.300 ( 13
 ) 1.7   0.2 12.3   1.3
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a SgrB2(N)compactcore(K1-3)wasﬁttedwithaGaussiansource(6:800 ; 3:500,P:A:    24:8
 )centeredonK3[R:A:(J2000:0)   17h47m19:90s,d e c l:(J2000:0)  
 28
 22016:900]a n dt w op o i n ts o u r c e sa tK 2[R :A:(J2000:0)   17h47m19:88s,d e c l :(J2000:0)    28
 22018:600]a n da t[R :A:(J2000:0)   17h47m19:95s,d e c l :(J2000:0)  
 28
 22012:300].TheﬂuxdensitiesoftheGaussiansourceandthetwopointsourcesare29:4   3:7,19:1   1:5,and3:6   1:0Jy ,respectively .Thetotalﬂuxdensityofthe
compact core (K1-3) is 52:1   4J y .
b Sgr B2(M) compact core (F1-4) was ﬁtted with a Gaussian source (7:800 ;4:400,P :A:    58:1
 ) located within F cluster at [R:A:(J2000:0)   17h47m20:17s,
decl:(J2000:0)    28
 23005:100]a n dap o i n ts o u r c ec e n t e r e do nF 3[ R :A:(J2000:0)   17h47m20:14s,d e c l :(J2000:0)    28
 23004:600]. The ﬂux densities of the
Gaussian and the point sources are 21:3   2:6a n d1 4 :3   1:0 Jy, respectively. The total ﬂux density of the compact core (F1-4) is 35:6   3J y .
Fig. 2.—Mosaic image of the continuum emission toward Sgr B2 at 1.3 mm
obtained by combining the data from both sidebands (218 and 228 GHz). The
synthesized beam is 5:400 ; 3:200,P :A:   12:5
  (lower right corner). The con-
tours are  4, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 23, 32, 45, 64, 91, 128, and 181  .T h er m s( 1 )
noise level is 0.1 Jy beam 1. The plus symbols indicate the positions of the con-
tinuumsourcesat1.3mm.TheUCHiiregionK1-3andF1-4positionsweretaken
from Gaume et al. (1995).
QIN ET AL. 356 Vol. 677IL   ICe  L.T h eo p t i c a ld e p t h(  L)c a nb ed e r i v e df r o mt h e
formula
 L   ln
IL
IC
  
  ln 1  
 IL
IC
  
;  1 
where  IL   IL   IC is the observed line intensity and the IC is
the observed continuum intensity. The errors in  L based on the
fractional errors  IL/IL of each line channel and  IC/IC if the line
is optically thin [   IL/IC    < 1   e 1   0:6] are given by
    
                                           
 IL=IL   
2    IC=IC   
2
q
:  2 
Intheopticallythickcase,thechannelsinthelinecenteraresatu-
rated and the line-to-continuum ratio only gives a lower limit to
the optical depth of the line. For example, if n spectral channels
are saturated by the absorption gas component at a velocity, we
have IL < 3 IL/
   
n
p
in 3  .S u b s t i t u t i n gt h i sf o r m u l ai n t ot h e
equation (1), the lower limit of the optical depth is
 L >   ln
3  IL    
n
p
IC
  
:  3 
WiththeRayleigh-Jeansapproximation,thevalueof 1Jybeam 1
in our SMA observations is equivalent to 1.5 K. The observed
peakcontinuumintensitiesof theSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M)cores
are29.2and20.2Jybeam 1,whichcorrespondtobrightnesstem-
peratures of 44 and 31 K in our observations, respectively. The
solution of radiation transfer function in terms of the observed
brightness temperature of the line ( Tobs
L ) is given by
 Tobs
L   fLTex   f0Tobs
C
  
1   e  L    ;  4 
where Tex is the excitation temperature of the molecular line and
Tobs
C   fCTC is the observed brightness temperature of the con-
tinuumemissionwiththetruebrightnesstemperatureof TC; L is
theopticaldepthof themolecularcloud;forgivensolidanglesof
the molecular cloud ( L), continuum source ( C), and the tele-
scope beam ( B), fL    L/( L    B)a n dfC    C/( C    B)
are the beam ﬁlling factors of the line and continuum, respec-
tively, if both the source and the telescope beam are in Gaussian
shape; f0 denotes the fraction of the continuum source covered
by the molecular cloud.
Ifthemolecularcloudisinfrontof thelargercontinuumsource
[ f0   fL/fC    ], the observed brightness temperature of the line
(Tobs
L )b e c o m e s
 T obs
L   fLTex  
fL
fC
T obs
C
  
1  e  L    :  5 
If the molecular clouds cover the continuum cores with the same
beam ﬁlling factor ( fL   fC), the upper limits of the excitation
temperatures H2CO absorbing gas ( Tobs
L < 0) are imposed by
theobservedcontinuumbrightnesstemperaturesof thecontinuum
cores, i.e., 44/fL and 31/fL K, for the Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M)
Fig. 3.—MosaicimagesofintegratedintensitieswithFWHMbeamof 5:400 ;3:200,P:A:   12:5
 .Thepseudo colorisforintegratedH 2CO(321Y220)emissionintensity
with 4   cutoff in each channel (1   is 0.16 Jy beam 1). The color scale on the right shows the range from 0 to 80 Jy beam 1 km s 1.T h ec o n t o u r s( 4 ,8 ,1 6 ,3 2 ,6 4 ,1 2 8 ,
256 Jy beam 1 km s 1) are the integrated H2CO(303Y202) emission intensity with 4   cutoff in each channel (1   is 0.18 Jy beam 1). Top left:O b s e r v e ds p e c t r a( solid
curves)towardSgrB2(N),greenforH2CO(303Y202)andredforH 2CO(321Y220).ThedashedcurvesaretheGaussianﬁttingtothemultiplecomponents.Bottomleft:Spectra
toward Sgr B2(M). The vertical lines mark the systematic velocities, 58 km s 1 for Sgr B2(M) and 65 km s 1 for Sgr B2(N).
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 357 No. 1, 2008cores. For a given ﬁlling factor fL   0:3, the excitation temper-
aturesof H2COwouldbelessthan150and103KforSgrB2(N)
and Sgr B2(M), respectively.
3.2.4. Individual Components
Figure 4 shows the spectra of the H2CO lines (averaged over
onebeam)madefromtheimagecubefortherestof components.
Each of spectral panels includes both the lower (303Y202, the
green proﬁle) and the higher (321Y220, the red proﬁle) transition
lines. GaussianﬁtstotheH2COspectra werecarried outfor both
absorption and emission components. The emission and absorp-
tion probably come from the different regions along the line of
sight.Theangularresolutionof ourobservationsappearstobein-
adequatetodistinguishthediscretecomponentsinthecores.How-
ever, our high spectral resolution is adequate to separate the
emission from the absorption in the Gaussian ﬁts. The parame-
tersderivedfromtheGaussianﬁtstothetwoH2COtransitionsare
summarized in Table 2, including the central line velocity (VLSR),
the full width at half-maximum ( V ), and peak intensity (Ip).
The M1, M4, and M5 are located along the major axis of the
bipolar outﬂow originated from the F cluster (Lis et al. 1993).
M1 is on the blueshifted side of the outﬂow. Both the high- and
low-transition spectra can be ﬁtted with two Gaussian compo-
nents at 52 km s 1 in emission and 64 km s 1 in absorption. The
weakredshiftedabsorptionwithrespecttothesystematicvelocity
suggests that a relatively cold gas component in front of the con-
tinuum source is moving toward it. The strong blueshifted emis-
sion with respect to the systematic velocity is the highly excited
gas emission in the outﬂow (in front of the continuum source),
likely mixed with the infall gas emission (behind the continuum
source).
Sgr B2(M)-M4 is located close to the H ii regions, i.e., the
F1-4 cluster. The higher transition spectrum can be ﬁtted with
two Gaussian components in emission at 66 and 70 km s 1,b o t h
of which are redshifted with respect to the systematic velocity
58 km s 1.T h el o w e rt r a n s i t i o ns p e c t r u mc a nb eﬁ t t e dw i t hﬁ v e
Gaussian components at velocity 51, 65, 70, 75 km s 1 in ab-
sorption and 100 km s 1 in emission. The morphology of this
region is a complex.
A possible model to interpret the spectralcharacteristics of M4
is considered here. If we assume a non-LTE condition for the gas
andthatbothhigherandlowertransitiongascomesfromthesame
gas clump located in front of the continuum core, the excitation
temperatureof thehighertransitiongasislargerthanthebrightness
temperature of the continuum, while the excitation temperature
of thelower transitiongasisless thanthebrightnesstemperature
TABLE 2
The SMA Measurements of H2CO Lines
H2CO(303Y202)H 2CO(321Y220)
Source
Ip1
(Jy beam 1)
VLSR1
(km s 1)
 V1
(km s 1)  1
Ip2
(Jy beam 1)
VLSR2
(km s 1)
 V2
(km s 1)  2
K1-3 ............................... 5.9   0.1 49   0.5 8   0.5 ... 11.3   0.2 46   0.5 18   0.5 ...
 8.3   0.3 56   0.5 3   0.5 0.3   0.1 4.7   0.1 60   0.5 5   0.5 ...
 19.0   1.6 63   0.5 9   0.5 1.1   0.2  8.7   0.1 65   0.5 4   0.5 0.4   0.1
 23.5   0.7 72   0.5 12   1.2 1.6   0.1  16.6   0.1 73   0.5 7   0.5 0.8   0.1
 20.0   1.1 84   0.5 11   0.5 1.1   0.1  4.0   0.1 82   0.5 4   0.5 0.1   0.1
18.5   0.1 96   0.5 7   0.5 ... 19.6   0.1 92   0.5 7   0.5 ...
7.5   0.1 106   0.5 8   0.5 ... 12.1   0.5 105   0.5 10   0.5 ...
15.4   0.2 121   0.5 15   0.5 ... 7.8   0.2 116   0.5 15   0.9 ...
K4................................... <0.54
a ... ... ... <0.48
a ... ... ...
NE..................................  1.2   0.1 72   0.5 20   1.1 2.5   1.3  0.5   0.1 71   0.9 18   2.2 0.5   0.2
NW.................................  1.1   0.1 71   0.5 18   1.3 2.5   1.4 <0.48
a ... ... ...
Z10.24............................  1.0   0.1 70   1.1 24   2.6 0.7   0.1  0.3   0.1 74   7.0 15   9.5 0.2   0.1
1.2   0.1 90   0.5 11   1.1 ... 0.3   0.1 87   6.5 13   8.5 ...
F1-4................................ 0.9   0.7 45   2.0 18   7.8 ... 1.6   0.1 39   0.5 7   0.5 ...
1.6   0.2 54   0.5 2   0.5 ... 1.5   0.1 53   0.5 3   0.5 ...
 6.1   0.4 58   0.5 3   0.5 0.4   0.1  3.8   0.3 58   0.5 2   0.5 0.2   0.1
 7.6   0.7 62   0.5 4   0.5 0.5   0.1  2.2   0.4 62   0.8 4   1.4 0.1   0.1
 16   0.1 68   0.5 10   0.5 1.6   0.1  5.1   0.9 67   1.5 5   3.4 0.3   0.1
 10   0.3 76   0.5 3   0.5 0.7   0.1  2.0   0.4 74   0.6 2   1.0 0.1   0.1
1.6   0.1 96   0.5 17   0.9 ... 1.7   0.1 91   0.5 13   0.6 ...
1.1   0.1 112   0.5 3   0.5 ... 1.0   0.1 107   0.5 5   0.6 ...
ME.................................. <0.76
a ... ... ... <0.67
a ... ... ...
MW................................ 6.6   0.1 53   0.5 6   0.5 ... 4.3   0.1 53   0.5 6   0.5 ...
 0.7   0.1 70   0.9 19   2.4 0.5   0.1  0.1   0.1 70   3.8 17   9.8 0.1   0.1
M1.................................. 6.7   0.4 52   0.5 11   0.5 ... 4.0   0.1 52   0.5 11   0.5 ...
 1.4   0.1 64   2.3 21   3.4 0.9   0.1  1.0   0.1 64   1.2 12   2.1 0.6   0.1
M2.................................. 2.6   0.1 55   0.5 6   0.5 ... 0.5   0.1 53   0.5 4   1.1 ...
M3.................................. 1.9   0.1 53   0.5 7   0.5 ... 0.8   0.1 55   0.5 9   0.9 ...
M4..................................  2.1   0.1 51   0.5 7   0.5 0.8   0.1 <0.48
a ... ... ...
 2.2   0.1 65   0.7 14   1.5 0.9   0.1 5.9   0.1 66   0.5 10   0.5 ...
 0.8   0.3 70   0.5 3   1.1 0.2   0.1 4.2   0.2 70   0.5 3   0.5 ...
 1.6   0.3 75   0.5 3   0.6 0.5   0.1 <0.48
a ... ... ...
1.8   0.1 100   0.5 8   0.5 ... <0.48
a ... ... ...
M5.................................. 0.2   0.1 66   3.1 16   7.4 ... 1.2   0.1 64   0.5 14   0.8 ...
a 3   limit.
QIN ET AL. 358 Vol. 677of thecontinuum.Theredshiftedabsorptionsuggeststhatthegas
ﬂows toward the continuum core. The nature of absorption and
emission at M4 suggests that the process of excitation of the in-
fall molecular cloud is complicated. The radiative excitation by
the strong FIR radiation ﬁeld might play an important role in the
region near the core since the collision alone cannot produce the
observed line ratio or the inverse population between the higher
transition in K 1   2 and the lower transition in K 1   0b a s e d
on the LVG ﬁtting (see Appendix B).
The inversion inpopulation between the two lowest Kladders
isobservedbestintheredshiftedoutﬂowcomponent.AtM5,the
spectrumof the highertransitiongas showsa verysigniﬁcantline
emission (7Y8  ), ﬁtted to a Gaussian at 66 km s 1 with a line
widthof 16kms 1,whilelesssigniﬁcantemission(1Y2 )of the
lower transition gas is shown at the same position. The highly
reversed line ratio I(321Y220)/I(303Y202)   6 suggests that local
thermodynamicequilibrium(LTE)isnotvalidatthislocationand
a weak maser process is active in the outﬂow region.
The gas components M2 and M3 and MW show signiﬁ-
cant line emission (>10  )f r o mt h el o w e rt r a n s i t i o ng a sw h i l e
the higher transition emission is relatively weak. The line ratio
I(303Y202)/I(321Y220) in those isolated components varies in the
range between 1.5 and 5.2.
H2CO maser at 6 cm (Mehringer et al. 1994) was detected in
the Z10.24 region. The SMA spectrum of the lower transition at
Z10.24 shows that a signiﬁcant amount of gas is in absorption
while the emission is present but redshifted with respect to the
absorption feature, a typical P Cygni proﬁle suggesting an out-
ﬂow in this region. The spectrum of the higher H2CO transition
can be ﬁtted with two emission Gaussian components at 50 and
Fig. 4.—Spectra from various components, green for H2CO(303Y202)a n dr e df o rH 2CO(321Y220). Solid curves are the observed spectra and dashed curves are the multiple
Gaussianﬁtting.Theverticallinesmarkthesystematicvelocities,58kms 1forM1,M2,M3,M4,M5,andMWinSgrB2(M)and65kms 1forNE,NW,andK4inSgrB2(N).
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 359 No. 1, 200884 km s 1 with an absorbing Gaussian at 75 km s 1,w h i c hi s
consistentwiththeH66  transition(dePreeetal.1996).Excluding
thepossibilityof theexpandingshellmodel,dePreeetal.argued
that an ionized outﬂow is likely centered at Z10.24. Our H2CO
observations appear to favor their argument of a bipolar outﬂow
from the UCH ii region.
Toward the NE continuum source, both the higher and lower
H2COtransitionsshowthatthemajorityof thegasinabsorptionis
redshiftedwithrespecttothemeansystematicvelocity65kms 1.
Toward NW, a broad ( V   18   1:3k ms  1)a b s o r p t i o n
( 1.1 Jy beam 1) from the lower transition line is detected at
71 km s 1.T h es p e c t r u mo ft h eh i g h e rt r a n s i t i o ns h o w sn os i g -
niﬁcant lines in either emission or absorption.
3.3. Kinematics
Figures5and6showtheimagesof intensity-weightedvelocity
(or moment 1) of the H2CO emission gas from both transitions.
The moment 1 maps were constructed with a cutoff of 8   from
eachof thechannelimagesinthevelocityrangeof 8Y151kms 1.
In the Sgr B2(M) region, the kinematical structure observed
from the lower transition (see Fig. 5) consists of the highly red-
shifted components 500 southeast of the compact core and a
northeast-southwest arch structure. The component M4 appears
to be a fast moving compact component (VLSR   100 km s 1)
ejectedfromthecore.Themorphologyof thenortheast-southwest
arch in Sgr B2(M) from the velocity ﬁeld in the higher transi-
tiongas(seeFig.6)appearstobeconsistentwiththatobservedin
the lower transitions. Avelocity gradient is present southeast of
M4 (shown in Fig. 6), which appears to indicate a decelerating
outﬂow. In the case of Sgr B2(M), the higher H2CO transition
appears to trace outﬂow well, which is consistent with the inter-
pretation of the larger scale mass outﬂow based on the lower
angular-resolutionobservationsof NH3andSO(Vogeletal.1987).
The higher angular-resolution observations of NH3 (Guame &
Claussen 1990) showed that the redshifted emission is located
south of the F3 H ii region, and the blueshifted absorption is
located north of the redshifted emission, showing a velocity gra-
dient in the north-south direction. Based on their higher angular-
resolutionobservationsof OHmaserandNH3,Guame&Claussen
(1990) suggested that the north-south velocity gradient can be
explained by a rotating disk or a torus of material with an extent
of 2.500 surrounding the Sgr B2(M)-F cluster. Although the an-
gular resolution in our observations is not adequate to verify the
kinematical model proposed by Guame & Claussen (1990), our
observed arch-like morphology of the H2CO gas shown in blue-
shifted emission from northeast to southwest in the larger scale
alsoindicatesthatthegasisundergoingacomplicatedinfallpro-
cess interacting with the outﬂow while the gas is spiraling onto
the core rather than being in simple free fall.
In the Sgr B2(N) region, the lower transition map (see Fig. 5)
shows the redshifted velocity located north of K2and blueshifted
velocity located south of K2 with a north-south velocity gradient
across K2. A similar velocity gradient has been observed in the
HC3Nl i n e(L i se ta l .1 9 9 3 ) .T h e s ea u t h o r sa r g u e dt h a tt h en o r t h -
south velocity gradient in Sgr B2(N) traces rotation. The kine-
maticsof thelowerH2COtransitioninemissiongasof SgrB2(N)
Fig. 5.—Mosaicimageoftheintensity-weightedvelocitymapinpseudocolor
constructed from the data after imposing a cutoff of 8  ,s h o w i n gv e l o c i t yﬁ e l d
traced by H2CO(303Y202) emission in pseudocolor. The scale on the right shows
the velocity range from 40 to 80 km s 1. The contours outline the integrated
intensity of H2CO(321Y220) emission at the level of 4 Jy beam 1 km s 1.T h e
FWHM beam is 5:400 ;3:200 (P:A:   12:5
 ).
Fig. 6.—Mosaicimageoftheintensity-weightedvelocitymapinpseudocolor
constructed from the data after imposing a cutoff of 8  ,s h o w i n gv e l o c i t yﬁ e l d
traced by H2CO(321Y220) emission in pseudocolor. The scale shows the velocity
range from 40 to 80 km s 1. The contours outline the integrated intensity of
H2CO(303Y202)emissionatthelevelof4Jybeam 1kms 1.TheFWHMbeamis
5:400 ; 3:200 (P:A:   12:5
 ).
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to the north-south velocity gradient from the higher transition
H2CO(321Y220)m a pa so b s e r v e di nth el o w e rt r a n s i t i o ng a s ,a n
east-west velocity gradient is also observed in Sgr B2(N) (see
Fig. 6). The outﬂow in Sgr B2(N) was observed in the east-west
direction (Lis et al. 1993). The higher angular-resolution obser-
vations of NH3 (Gaume & Claussen 1990) appeared to show a
southeast-northwest velocity gradient across K2. The southeast-
northwest velocity gradient in the larger scale from our obser-
vations appears to be consistent with the kinematical structure
observed in NH3.B a s e do nt h eh i g h e ra n g u l a r - r e s o l u t i o no b s e r -
vations of NH3,r u l i n go u tas i m p l eo u t ﬂ o w / r o t a t i o nm o d e l ,
Gaume & Claussen(1990)suggested thatseveral kinematic com-
ponents in outﬂow, infall, and rotation might be involved in the
Sgr B2(N) core. The southeast-northwest velocity gradient ob-
served from the H2CO emission gas in Sgr B2(N) appears to be
caused by a combination of rotation, infall, and outﬂow. The an-
gularresolutionof ourobservationsisnotadequatetodiscernthe
details of these motions.
4. OUTFLOW AND INFALL
In order to better understand the ongoing astrophysical pro-
cesses in the star formation cores, we modeled the observed
kinematics and the ratio of the line intensities. In comparison to
Sgr B2(N), thekinematics observed fromSgr B2(M)appears to
be relatively simple and characterized by infall and outﬂow. Fig-
ure 7 shows the single ﬁeld map of H2CO(321Y220)c e n t e r e da t
the F cluster. The major axis of the redshifted outﬂow (P:A:  
158
 ) can be drawn by connecting the continuum core and the
tips of the outﬂows (M1 and M5).
Alongthemajoraxisof outﬂow(P:A:   158
 ),wehavemade
ap o s i t i o n - v e l o c i t yd i a g r a m( P V )f r o mt h eh i g h e rH 2CO tran-
sition line cube (see Fig. 8). The solid contours show the emis-
sion and dashed contours indicate the absorption. This diagram
showstwodistinctdeceleratingoutﬂowcomponentsclearly.The
redshifted component shows that the emission near the core
(position at000 in the vertical axis) starts with a high velocity of
106 km s 1 and the velocity declines to a terminal velocity at
58 km s 1 as the gas goes to the outer region (2000away from the
core). If we shifted velocity tothe terminal velocity 58 km s 1 or
in the system rest frame, the decelerating redshifted outﬂow is
mainly located in the ﬁrst quadrant with the absolute velocity
decreasing from  48 to 0 km s 1.T h et h i r dq u a d r a n ts h o w st h e
decelerating blueshifted outﬂow component with deceleration
from  50 to 0 km s 1.
AppendixAdescribesthenumericalcalculationsthathavebeen
carried out to model the kinematical characteristics of a deceler-
ating outﬂow combined with spherical infall. With a simple as-
sumptionof massconservationandpower-lawdistributionsinboth
outﬂow velocity and molecular density, the observed kinematics
of the outﬂow components can be well ﬁtted to the decelerating
outﬂowmodelwith aninitial velocityof V0   83 kms 1atr0  
100 (0.04 pc) from the core center with an outﬂow opening angle
of     30
  and inclination of ’   45
  for the redshifted com-
ponent (the thick curve to the upper right in Fig. 8). The blue-
shifted component can be ﬁtted with V0   33 km s 1 at r0   100
(0.04 pc),     30
 ,a n d’   45
  (thick blue curve). The dashed
curvesrangeinitialvelocityV0 atr0   100giventhesameopening
angle and inclination angle. For the redshifted outﬂow, V0 is
from 250 to 17 km s 1.T h eb l u e s h i f t e dv e l o c i t yr a n g e sf r o m8 3
to 4 km s 1.
Our observations and analysis have shown the presence of a
decelerating outﬂow from the core in Sgr B2(M). Such a decel-
erating outﬂow can be caused by the entrainment of gas through
the interactionbetweena fastwindﬂowfromthe central stars and
anambientcloudcore,wheretheincorporationof additionalmass
into the outﬂow decelerates the wind (Lizano et al. 1988). As the
wind moves farther from the cores, the outﬂow velocity termi-
nates at the systematic velocity 58 km s 1 of the molecular
cloud. We note that both the redshifted and blueshifted outﬂows
Fig. 7.—Integrated line intensity of H2CO(321Y220) in Sgr B2(M), showing
the emission from the decelerating outﬂow along the direction in P:A:   158
 .
The color scale gives the intensity from 0 to 90 Jy beam 1 km s 1.T h eF W H M
beam is 5:400 ; 3:200 (P:A:   12:5
 ).
Fig. 8.—Velocity-position diagram cutting along the major axis of the out-
ﬂows (see Fig. 7), which was constructed from the H2CO(321Y220)s p e c t r a ll i n e
cube. The solid contours show the emission from the decelerating outﬂows. The
dashedcontoursaretheabsorption.Theeffectiveresolutionofthismapislabeled
with the plus sign at bottom right corner, i.e., 5 km s 1 in velocity and 500 in
position. The vertical green line marks the systematic velocity. The solid curves
are the best ﬁtting to the decelerating outﬂow, with the decelerating outﬂow
parameter V0rmin f ( ;’)   2k ms  1 pc for the redshifted component and
V0rmin f ( ;’)   0:8k ms  1 pc for the blueshifted. The dashed color lines show
the range of V0rmin f ( ;’)b e t w e e n0 . 4a n d6k ms  1 pc for the redshifted com-
ponent and 0.1 to 2 km s 1 pc for the blueshifted component. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this ﬁgure.]
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 361 No. 1, 2008terminate at a common velocity, which is close to the mean sys-
tematic velocity 61 kms 1 of Sgr B2(M) (Suttonet al.1991). In
fact,thecommonterminalvelocity58   2kms  1of blueshifted
andredshiftedoutﬂowappearstoprovideanunambiguousmethod,
independent of the chemical processes in molecular clouds, for
accuratelymeasuringthesystematicvelocityof SgrB2(M).The
uncertainty in the terminal velocity is mainly due to the velocity
resolutioninthePVdiagramandtheuncertaintyinthemodelﬁt-
ting process.
Finally, the absorption located in the second quadrant is
shown to be redshifted with respect to the systematic velocity
58   2k ms  1.T h u s ,w i t ht h ea c c u r a t e l yd e t e r m i n e ds y s t e m a t i c
velocitywecanbecertainthatthisabsorptionfeaturearisesfrom
gas ﬂowing toward the continuum source.
5. EXCITATION
Based on the line ratio of the two transitions from the spectra,
mostof thegasintheSgrB2regiondoesnotsatisfytheLTEcon-
dition. Under theassumption that the molecular cloud has spher-
ical geometry, the non-LTE calculation requiring the collisional
excitation rates for H2CO (Green 1991) has been carried out for
Sgr B2 using the large velocity gradient (LVG) approximation
(e.g., Evans et al. 1979; Scoville & Solomon 1974; Lucy 1971).
The radiative transfercalculationsand model ﬁtting are discussed
in details in Appendix B. The ﬁtting results for the line compo-
nents for models with various sets of parameters are given in
Table 3.
We summarize the excitation properties for the various H2CO
components in the following:
1. Toward the absorption components of the cores (K1-3,
F1-4), the constraint on the kinetic temperature depends on the
selection of the beam ﬁlling factor of the continuum emission,
rangingfromafewtensof Kforalargecontinuumbeam fC (0.3)
toafewhundred Kforasmall fC (0.05).Highangularresolution
observationsarenecessarytopreciselydeterminetherangeof Tk.
The typical values of nH2 are105Y107 cm 3 for the core compo-
nents. The derived column densities Npara-H2CO/ V are in the
range of 1014Y1017 cm 2 km 1 s.
2. ForthediscreteH2COcomponents,noLVGsolutionscould
be ﬁtted to the observations with either model A or model B in
which fC is large and the brightness temperature of the back-
ground radiation is too small to produce signiﬁcant absorption
lines as observed. For excitation temperature of a few tens of K
and higher, the intensity of absorption (see eq. [5]) suggests that
thebeamﬁllingfactormustbesmall,i.e., fC   0:1orsmaller ,for
aregionwithacontinuumpeakintensityof 2Jybeam  1inour
observations. The kinetic temperatures derived from the LVG
ﬁtting are all below 100 K for both emission and absorption
componentsexceptforM3emissioncomponentinwhichTk  
150 250
 50 K.Ingeneralthecomponentsoutsidethecoresarecooler.
The typical values of nH2 are104Y106cm 3forthe discrete com-
ponents.ThederivedcolumndensityNpara-H2CO/ V isintherange
of 1013Y1016 cm 2 km 1 s.
3. Forthecomponentsintheredshiftedoutﬂowof SgrB2(M),
the line ratio I(303Y202)/I(321Y220) is signiﬁcantly smaller than
unity, suggesting that the population of the ground levels in the
two K ladders (K 1   0a n d2 )i si n v e r t e d .H e n c e ,aw e a km a s e r
process between the two different K ladders must occur in this
region. Based on our radiative transfer code with the collisional
excitationratesforkinetictemperatureTk   300K(Green1991),
we cannot rule out the possibility that the H2CO(321Y220) line in
Sgr B2(M) outﬂow is excited in the high temperature C shocks.
Ontheotherhand,thestrongFIRradiationﬁeldneartheSgrB2(M)
core might also play a role in the population inversion of the
molecule.
6. DISCUSSION
The assessment of molecular cloud mass from molecular
lines can be affected by the excitation, opacity, abundance vari-
ations, and gas dynamics of the molecular lines. The optically
thin submillmeter dust continuum emission has been proven to
be a good tracer of molecular cloud mass (Pierce-Price et al.
2000;Gordon1995).Ifwetakeanaveragegrainradiusof 0.1 m
and grain density of 3 g cm 3 and a gas to dust ratio of 100
(Hildebrand 1983; Lis et al. 1991), the dusty cloud mass and
column density are given by the formulae (Lis et al. 1991)
MH2   1:3 ;104 eh = T   1
Q     
S 
Jy
  
D
kpc
   2  
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    3
M ;  6 
NH2   8:1 ; 1017 eh = T   1
Q       
S 
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GHz
    3
cm 2   
;  7 
where T is the mean dust temperature (K), Q( ) is grain emis-
sivity at frequency  , S  is the ﬂux density corrected for free-free
emission, and   is the solid angle subtended by the source. As-
suming Q( ) at 1.3 mm is 2 ;10 5 and the dust temperature is
150KforSgrB2(Carlstrom&Vogel1989;Lisetal.1993;Kuan
et al. 1996), we derived the masses, H2 column densities, and
number densities.
Becausethecontinuumat1.3mmcontainsfree-freeemission,
weestimatethephysicalparametersusingtheﬂuxdensitiesof the
continuumcorrectedforfree-freeemission.Assuming3.6cmcon-
tinuum emission with FWHM beam of 3:800 ; 2:000 (Mehringer
et al. 1993) of Sgr B2(N) (K1-3) and Sgr B2(M) (F1-4) come
from optically thin free-free emission (S  /   0:1), we estimate
thefree-freecontributionof 4.7and8.4Jy( 9%and24%of the
total ﬂux densities at 1.3 mm) at 1.3 mm toward the continuum
cores K1-3 and F1-4 in our observations. Our estimates are con-
sistent with the determinations of Lis et al. (1993; 6% and 33%
of the total ﬂux densities at 1.3 mm) and Martin-Pintado et al.
(1990;  9% and 28% of the total ﬂux densities at 1.3 mm) for
K1-3andF1-4.The continuum ﬂuxdensities at1.3mmcorrected
for free-free emission are 47.4 and 27.2 Jy for K1-3 and F1-4,
respectively.
From the ﬂux densities at 1.3 cm (Gaume et al. 1995), the
estimated free-free emission contributions at 1.3mm are0.02Jy,
0.04 Jy, and 1.26 Jy for K4, Z10.24, and MW, respectively. The
corresponding continuum ﬂux densities corrected for free-free
emission are 3.5, 9.1, and 11.0 Jy, respectively.
The derived H2 masses, column densities, and number den-
sitiesaresummarizedinTable4.TheestimatedH2massesof the
SgrB2(N)core(K1-3)andtheSgrB2(M)core(F1-4)arelarger
than those given by Lis et al. (1993), while the H2 number den-
sities are less than their results. This result is caused by the rela-
tively larger size and higher ﬂux densities of the continuum in
our observations.
The H2CO(303Y202)s p e c t r as h o wa b s o r p t i o na g a i n s tb o t h
Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) compact cores and multiple absorb-
ingpeaks.Theabsorptionsaredominatedbyredshiftedgas,sug-
gestingthatthelowertransitionH2CO(303Y202)tracesthecoldgas
infrontof thecontinuumcoresfallingintothetwocompactcores.
Previous observations showed multiple massive young stars
inSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M)(e.g.,Gaumeetal.1995;dePreeetal.
1998). There are multiple absorbing peaks with different optical
depths from our H2CO spectra in the Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M)
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LVG Model Results
Source Absorption or Emission
a
VLSR
(km s 1) Ip1/Ip2 Model
b
Tk
(K)
nH2
(105 cm 3)
log Npara-H2CO/ V
  
(cm 2 km 1 s)
K1-3 ..................... (a) 63 2.2   0.2 A 61 12
 11 12:6 6:1
 3:3 14.9Y15.2
B1 3 5  5
 5 17:8 10:4
 0:5 15.3Y15.6
C2 0 0  280
 70 10:0 10:0
 7:5 15.3Y15.7
D3 0 0  150
 150 0:22 0:03
 0:09 16.5Y17.6
E2 5 5  95
 95 0:07 0:02
 0:01 17.1Y17.3
(a) 72 1.4   0.1 A 61 4
 3 71 245
 26 15.1Y15.2
B1 0 5  25
 35 8:3 5:9
 3:3 15.8Y16.2
C3 5 6  12
 10 35 124
 27 16.3Y16.8
D8 0  120
 30 0:25 0:07
 0:09 17.3Y17.4
E1 0 5  75
 50 0:09 0:01
 0:03 17.3Y17.4
(a) 84 5   0.3 A 25 4
 5 79 36
 23 13.7Y14.1
B3 4  5
 7 316 1268
 158 13.8Y13.9
C3 0  14
 14 316 2195
 158 13.5Y13.6
D2 0 0  20
 40 0:025 0:007
 0:008 17.2Y17.3
E2 0 0  100
 100 0:03 0:01
 0:00 17.0Y17.11
NE........................ (a) 72 2.4   0.5 C 25 1
 1 25:0 476
 11 14.6Y14.8
D5 5  1
 10 6:3 93:7
 6 14.8Y15.8
E5 5  2
 10 5:0 26:6
 2:5 14.9Y15.5
Z10.24.................. (a) 70 3.3   1.1 C 26 1
 1 10 30
 4 14.6Y14.8
D5 0  8
 20 2:0 23:1
 1:9 14.8Y15.6
E5 6  3
 17 2:5 97:5
 2:3 14.7Y15.1
(e) 90 4.0   1.3 C 50 47
 11 1:45 0:54
 0:60 13.3Y14.1
D ... ... ...
E6 0  120
 15 0:79 1:72
 0:69 13.0Y13.9
F1-4...................... (a) 58 1.6   0.2 A 77 3
 3 17:8 23:9
 6:6 15.4Y15.7
B1 3 2  2
 3 10 22
 6 15.7Y16.0
C2 8 8  5
 8 8:91 41:1
 5:76 16.3Y17.1
D5 7 5  10
 15 7:08 8:72
 3:92 17.1Y17.4
E2 6 0  10
 20 0:05 0:01
 0:01 17.05Y17.15
(a) 62 3.4   0.6 A 40 26
 26 7:94 31:8
 4:78 14.6Y14.9
B4 0  20
 20 12:6 87:4
 8:6 14.4Y14.7
C1 8 0  30
 60 0:063 0:078
 0:043 16.88Y17.04
D4 2 5  125
 25 0:28 0:22
 0:12 17.0Y17.08
E2 8 0  60
 120 0:04 0:01
 0:01 16.86Y17.02
(a) 68 3.1   0.5 A 30 9
 10 17:8 39:7
 7:8 14.60Y14.9
B4 1  9
 11 31:6 168
 19 14.5Y14.7
C1 1 0  60
 25 0:10 0:06
 0:08 17.1Y17.2
D4 6 5  35
 195 0:14 0:48
 0:07 17.0Y17.18
E2 4 0  80
 100 0:06 0:02
 0:01 17.0Y17.2
(a) 76 5.0   1.0 A 26 13
 10 36:3 122
 16:3 14.1Y14.2
B2 5  21
 12 63:1 137
 23:3 13.8Y13.92
C2 4  1
 1 150 166
 79 13.25Y13.76
D5 0 0  30
 50 0:018 0:032
 0005 16.8Y17.1
E1 5 0  30
 70 0:02 0:005
 0:005 16.8Y16.89
MW...................... (e) 53 1.6   0.1 C 34 1
 1 4:50 1:81
 1:42 15.0Y15.16
D ... ... ...
E1 6  1
 1 7:94 7:86
 7:38 15.4Y15.8
(a) 70 3.5   1.7 C 28 1
 4 3:20 12:6
 1:90 14.83Y15.77
D5 2  8
 22 2:0 77:4
 1:6 14.4Y14.9
E5 3  6
 31 1:68 48:4
 1:52 14.9Y15.0
M1........................ (e) 52 1.7   0.1 C 35 5
 4 3:47 1:54
 1:07 15.00Y15.16
D ... ... ...
E1 5  1
 1 10:0 15:1
 9:44 15.3Y16.8
(a) 64 1.6   0.2 C 25 1
 1 3:47 1:54
 1:07 15.05Y15.1
D5 5  1
 4 20 20
 9 15.2Y16.1
E9 0  1
 1 12:6 37:5
 11:3 15.2Y16.0cores,whichappearstoindicatethatthegasisfallingintothemas-
sive stars or massive star-forming cores embedded at different
depths in the molecular clouds (Mehringer et al. 1995). How-
ever, theangular resolution of our observations is inadequate for
us to determine whether there are multiple regions present or
whether the overall gravitational potential dominates the infalling
gas.Ifinfallinggasisinsimplefreefall,theinfallingvelocitiescan
be estimated by
Vin  
           
2MG
rin
r
 0:09
               
M=M 
rin=pc
s
km s 1;  8 
where rin is the infall radius, M is the sum of the gas and star
masses included in the rin,a n dG is the gravitational constant.
The H2 masses derived from the continuum are 1:4 ;104 and
7:9 ;103 M  for the cores of Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M), re-
spectively.TheVeryLargeArrayobservationsof radiocontinuum
at 1.3 cm (Gaume et al. 1995) showed that there are three UCH ii
regions(K1,K2,andK3)inthecoreof SgrB2(N)andfourUCHii
regions (F1, F2, F3, and F4) in the core of Sgr B2(M). By use
of therelationshipsbetween stellarspectraltype andstellarmass
(Vacca et al. 1996), a total stellar mass of 68 M  was inferred
forthemassivestarsinthecoreof SgrB2(N).Thehigherresolu-
tion observations (0.0500)a t7m m( d eP r e ee ta l .1 9 9 8 )r e s o l v e d
out F1, F2, F3, and F4 into 21 UCH ii regions, and a stellar mass
of 443M  wasinferredcorrespondingtothemassivestarsinthe
core of Sgr B2(M). The mass of the massive stars in the Sgr
B2(M) core is 6 times larger than that in the Sgr B2(N) core.
Taking the major axis sizes of 0.24 and 0.29 pc as the infall radii
of the two cores (K1-3and F1-4),weinferredthe infallvelocities
of 21and15kms 1forSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M),respectively.
Hence,basedonour SMAobservations,wehaveshownthathigh-
density molecular gas is continuously feeding onto the active star
formation cores in both Sgr B2(M) and Sgr B2(N).
7. SUMMARY
The continuum emission and H2CO spectral lines at 1.3 mm
were observed with the SMA. We detected the continuum emis-
sion fromthe compact cores of SgrB2(N) andSgr B2(M).Out-
side of the two compact cores, a few clumps, K4, NE, NW, ME,
MW, and the ﬁlament of Z10.24 were also observed. Except for
the three newly observed objects, NE, NW, and ME, all of the
othercompactcores,clumps,andtheﬁlamenthaveradiocounter-
parts at centimeter wavelengths.
The spectra in the two H2CO lines toward the continuum and
outside of the continuum showed the gas components in either
emission or absorption. From the integrated line intensity and
intensity-weighted velocity maps in line emission, we identiﬁed
possible outﬂowmotion intheSgrB2(N)andSgrB2(M)cores.
The infalling gas was detected by the redshifted absorbing gas
against the continuum in the Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) compact
coresandthenearbydustclumpsandﬁlamentZ10.24.Theabsorb-
ing gas in the Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) cores is redshifted with
respect to the systematic velocities, suggesting that the gas in front
of the continuum cores is ﬂowing onto the continuum cores.
IncomparisontoSgrB2(N),thekinematicsinSgrB2(M)are
relatively simple. We interpreted the observed outﬂow and infall
in Sgr B2(M) by a model incorporating a spherically symmetric
inﬂow with a decelerating outﬂow. A decelerating outﬂow from
SgrB2(M)wasevidentinourobservations.Weshowedthatboth
the redshifted and blueshifted outﬂow components share a com-
monterminalvelocity.Fromtheoutﬂowterminalvelocity,wede-
terminedthesystematicvelocityof 58   2kms  1forSgrB2(M).
With the systematic velocity well determined in a manner in-
dependent of chemistry in the molecular cloud, we are conﬁdent
TABLE 3—Continued
Source Absorption or Emission
a
VLSR
(km s 1) Ip1/Ip2 Model
b
Tk
(K)
nH2
(105 cm 3)
log Npara-H2CO/ V
  
(cm 2 km 1 s)
M2........................ (e) 55 5.2   1.0 C 40 10
 7 10:0 5:8
 2:4 13.45Y13.8
D ... ... ...
E4 5  35
 15 2:82 7:18
 2:19 13.00Y13.85
M3........................ (e) 53 2.4   0.3 C 150 249
 50 1:86 0:77
 0:66 13.62Y13.8
D ... ... ...
E1 5 0  250
 50 0:45 0:81
 0:31 13.30Y13.85
a The (a) and (e) indicate absorption and emission, respectively.
b Theﬁllingfactorsare fC   0:3, fL   0:4, fL;V   0:25formodelA, fC   0:2,fL   0:4, fL;V   0:25formodelB, fC   0:1, fL   0:4, fL;V   0:25
for model C, fC   0:05, fL   0:4, fL;V   0:25 for model D, and fC   0:05, fL   1, fL;V   1f o rm o d e lE .F o rt h ea b s o r p t i o nc o m p o n e n t s ,w eu s e dt h e
following formula in the radiative transfer calculation:
 T obs
L   fLTex 
fL
fC
T obs
C
  
1   e  L    :
For the emission components, we assumed f0   0 and used the following formula:
 T obs
L   fLTex  Tcmb    1   e  L    ;
where Tcmb is the temperature of the cosmic microwave background radiation.
TABLE 4
The Properties of Sgr B2 Derived from Dust Emission
Source
MH2
(103 M )
NH2
(1024 cm 2)
nH2
(106 cm 3)
K1-3
a.......................... 13.7   12 1 . 2   21 8 . 7   2
K4............................... 1.0   0.1 1.5   0.1 1.3   0.1
NE.............................. 0.73   0.06 3.2   0.3 4.8   0.4
NW............................. 0.66   0.06 1.2   0.1 1.1   0.1
Z10.24........................ 2.6   0.2 1.7   0.1 0.9   0.1
F1-4
b .......................... 7.8   0.8 9.0   1.3 6.6   0.7
ME.............................. 0.28   0.03 1.0   0.1 2.4   0.3
MW............................ 3.2   0.4 1.1   0.1 0.46   0.06
a The core of Sgr B2(N).
b The core of Sgr B2(M).
QIN ET AL. 364 Vol. 677that the majority of the absorbing gas at least in Sgr B2(M) is
redshifted and ﬂowing toward the active star-forming core.
Using the observed two H2CO lines, we have derived the exci-
tationconditionsof SgrB2regioninLVGapproximation.Forthe
absorbing components in the Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) cores,
the kinetic temperature, the H2 density, and column density are in
the range of several tens to hundreds of K, 105-Y107 cm 3,a n d
1014Y1017 cm 2 km 1 s, respectively. The components outside
of the cores are relatively cooler, and the H2 density and column
density are 1 order of magnitude less than those inthe Sgr B2(N)
andSgrB2(M)cores.IntheSgrB2(M)outﬂowregion,theinten-
sityof theH2CO(321Y220)islargerthanthatof theH2CO(303Y202),
suggesting the inversion of the distribution of the particle num-
ber between the two ground levels of K 1   0a n d2 .T h e
H2CO(321Y220)m i g h tb ee x c i t e db yCs h o c k si nt h eo u t ﬂ o w .T h e
radiativeexcitationbythestrongFIRradiationﬁeldinSgrB2(M)
may play an important role in the population inversion.
We thank the SMA staff for making the observations possible.
J. J. Wang acknowledges support from National Natural Science
Foundation of China under grant 10328306.
APPENDIX A
AM O D E LF O RAM O L E C U L A RC L O U DW I T HI N F L O WA N DD E C E L E R A T I N GO U T F L O WC O M P O N E N T S
In this appendix we discuss a model incorporating a spherically symmetric inﬂow (Shu 1977) with a decelerating outﬂow (Cabrit &
Bertout1990;Ragaetal.1993).Wecalculatedposition-velocity(PV)diagramsbasedonthisinfall-outﬂowmodel.ThesePVdiagrams
can be compared with the observed PV diagrams from Sgr B2(M) to better understand the physical processes in the Sgr B2(M)
molecular cloud.
A1. INFALL
For an ideal isothermal ﬂow, under the assumption of spherically symmetric collapse, the volume density  (r)a n dv e l o c i t yp r o ﬁ l e s
V(r)a sf u n c t i o n so fr a d i u sr within the collapsing inner envelope can be described by the power laws (Shu 1977),
 (r)    0
r
R
    3=2
; V(r)   
2GM r   
r
   1=2
;  A1 
whereRisouterboundaryof thecollapsingcloudinsphericalgeometry, 0isthedensityatR,M(r)isthemassof thecloudinteriortor,
and G is thegravitational constant. Because theactual core has a ﬁnite size, the infall is terminated at an inner radius of r0.T h en e g a t i v e
sign in the velocity indicates that the direction of the inﬂow is opposite that of the unit vector of radius in the spherical geometry. The
geometryof acloudwithsphericalinﬂowanddeceleratingoutﬂowisshownintheCartesiancoordinatesystem(x,y,z)inFigure9.The
sky plane is the x-y plane.
Thecolumndensity(N)ataskyposition(x,y)canbecalculatedbyintegratingthevolumedensity (r). The column density in the sky
plane is
N(x;y)   2 0R
Z         
1 a2
p
0
s2   a2     3=4
ds;  A2 
where s   z/R, a   x/R   
2  y/R   
2 
1/2.I no r d e rt og e ta na n a l y t i c a lf o r mf o rt h ec o l u m nd e n s i t y ,w ee x p r e s s( s2   a2) 3/4 in a Taylor
expansion. Neglectingthecontributionfromhigherorderterms sincetheinterestingregioncorrespondstoaT1[or(x2   y2)1/2TR]
in the practical case, the ﬁnal solution of equation (A2) is
N(x;y)   5 0
R3=2
x2   y2   
1=4 ;
               
x2   y2
p
6  0:  A3 
At (x;y)   (0;0), the inﬂow terminates at the inner boundary r0.A s s u m i n gt h ee m i s s i o nf r o mt h ef a r - s i d eg a si sb l o c k e db yt h ec e n t r a l
compact object, the effective column density along the line of sight is
N 0;0      2 0R
r0
R
    1=2
 1
  
:  A4 
From equation (A1), excluding the mass of the central compact object, the mass M(r) of the spherically symmetric cloud within r
can be derived by
Mr    
Z r
r0
4 r2  r    dr  
Z r
r0
4 r2 0
r
R
    3=2
dr  
8  0R3
3
r
R
   3=2
 
r0
R
   3=2   
:  A5 
The mass interior to R is MR   8  0/3    R3 if R 3r0.T h e r e f o r et h ee q u a t i o n( A 5 )c a nb er e w r i t t e na s
Mr    MR
r
R
   3=2
:  A6 
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 365 No. 1, 2008The radial velocity of infall gas is the projection of the velocity vector Von the z-axis. The radial velocity averaged along the line of
sight is zero at a position away from the central position (x;y)   (0;0) due to the cancellation of the velocity in a spherically symmetric
inﬂow.At theposition (x;y)   (0;0), ignoring thecontribution of the emissionfrom the regionbehind the central object,thevelocity at
(x;y)   (0;0) in front of the central object can be expressed by
Vinfall  
R R
r0 Vr    dr
R R
r0 dr
  
R R
r0 2GM r    =r   
1=2dr
R R
r0 dr
  
4
   
2
p
5
           
GMR
R
r
1   r0=R   
5=4
1   r0=R
:  A7 
We note that the sign convention in the spherically symmetric description of infalling gas in front of the central object is opposite to
theconventionof theradialvelocitywithrespecttothecentralobjectinthelocalstandardrest(LSR)frame.Inaddition,inthederivation
above, the systematic velocity is assumed to be zero.
A2. DECELERATING OUTFLOW
Molecularoutﬂowsareobservedinstarformation regions.Variousmodelshavebeenalsoproposedtointerprettheobservedoutﬂow
morphology(e.g.,Ragaetal.1993;Cabrit&Berout1990).Inthisappendix,aPVdiagramforadeceleratingﬂowiscalculated.Theout-
ﬂow velocity ﬁeldand densityare assumed to have power-law distributions along the majoraxis of theﬂow (cf.Cabrit & Bertout1990)
V(r)   V0
rmin
r
    
;  (r)    0
rmin
r
    
;  A8 
where  0and V0 arethevolumedensityandvelocity attheinnerradiusrmin,r e s p e c t i v e l y ;r   x2   z2   
1/2,thedistance fromthecenter,
because the ﬂow is in the x-z panel, i.e., y   0. The geometry of the blueshifted outﬂow is illustrated in Figure 9 by the cone in the
x-zplanewithanopeningangleof 2 .Theinclinationangleof’istheanglebetweenthez-axisandtheaxisof theblueshiftedoutﬂow.
The angle between the north and x-axis is the negative position angle of the blueshifted outﬂow if we take the convention of position
angle in AIPS. The radius of an outﬂow cross section is equal to r tan ( ). Given conservation of mass ﬂux across a cross section and
0
  <   < 90
 , the relationship of the power-law indices   and   can be derived
    2    :  A9 
The size of a cut across the major axis of the outﬂow along the line of sight (z-axis) can be expressed approximately by
LZ   tan( )x=sin2(’);  A10 
if we take     1a n d    1( C a b r i t&B e r t o u t1 9 9 0 ) ,t h e nt h ec o l u m nd e n s i t yalong the line of sight can be calculated from
N(x)  
Z
 dz  
Z LZ
0
 0
rmin
r
  
dz;  A11 
Fig. 9.—Geometryofthelayoutforasphericalinfall(indicatedbythesmallarrowstowardtheoriginofthecoordinates)andadeceleratingoutﬂow.Heretheskyplane
is the x-y plane. The outﬂow lies in the x-z plane with an opening angle of 2  and an inclination angle of ’.T h ez-axis points toward the observer.
QIN ET AL. 366 Vol. 677the result of the integration is
N(x)    0rming( ;’);g ( ;’)   ln
tan    tan2    sin4’
   1=2
sin2’
"#
:  A12 
The column density depends on the radius of the inner cross section (rmin), volume density  0 at rmin, the opening angle ( ), and
inclination angle (’). In practice, the ’ and   are in the ranges of 0
  <’<180
  and 0
  <   < 90
 ,r e s p e c t i v e l y .Ab l u e s h i f t e d
outﬂowcorrespondsto0
  <’<90
  and90
  <’<180
  toaredshiftedoutﬂow.Figure10plotsg( ;’)asafunctionof and’.The
value g( ;’) is a weak function of   and ’.G i v e n    30
  and ’   45
 , g is close to unity.
The mean radial velocity of the outﬂow can be expressed as
V(x)  
R
v(r)cos’dz R
dz
 
V0rmin f ( ;’)
x
; f ( ;’)  
g( ;’)sin 2’ cos’
tan 
:  A13 
Theradialvelocityof theoutﬂowisinverselyproportionaltoxalongthemajoraxisof theoutﬂowandisaweakfunction[ f ( ;’)]of  
and ’. As noted in the calculation of the infall velocity, the sign of the velocity used in the equation (A13) is opposite to the convention
of theradialvelocitywithrespecttothecentralsource.Thevelocityof thecentralsourcewithrespecttotheLSR,orsystematicvelocity,
is not included here.
Fig. 10.—Geometric function g( ,’).
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 367 No. 1, 2008Figure 11 shows the plot of f ( ;’)a saf u n c t i o no f  and ’. In the range of 90
  <’<180
 , f ( ;’)h a san e g a t i v ev a l u e
corresponding to a redshifted outﬂow, while 0
  <’<90
  is for a blueshifted outﬂow. Given     30
  and ’   45
 , f is about 0.6. In
addition, for given ’, rmin,a n dV0, the observed radial velocity decreases as   increases.
AssumingV0   85kms 1atr0   100(0.04pc),    30
 ,and’   45
 ,wecancalculateaPVdiagramofanoutﬂow(thethicksolid
contourinFig.12).Figure12showsaPVdiagramfortheparameterV0rmin f ( ;’)inarangebetween0.5and5.1kms 1pc,assuming
that the blue and redshifted outﬂows are symmetric around the central source, whose velocity is 58 km s 1 with respect to the LSR. In
this diagram, we also include an absorption component of a spherical inﬂow with a mean infall velocity of 8 km s 1 with respect to the
central source. The PV diagram (Fig. 12) shows the typical conﬁguration of a spherically inﬂow and decelerating outﬂows in an active
star formation region.
APPENDIX B
RADIATIVE TRANSFER WITH LVG APPROXIMATION
In order to model the excitation conditions and the physical properties of the molecular cloud components observed in Sgr B2, we
solve for the radiation transfer in a multilevel system with the large velocity gradient (LVG) approximation. In this model, a molecular
cloudisassumedtobesphericallyuniformatkinetictemperature(Tk),columndensityperunitvelocityinterval(Npara-H2CO/ V),andH2
density (nH2)w i t hav o l u m eﬁ l l i n gf a c t o rfL;V of the line-emitting gas. The escape probability,     (1   e  )/ , is used to account for
photon trapping. The volume ﬁlling factor fL;V is incorporated into the opacity calculation via the equation
 0  
A21
8  3
Xpara-H2COnH2 fL;V
dv=dz
x1
g2
g1
  x2
  
;  B1 
Fig. 11.—Geometric function f( ,’).
QIN ET AL. 368 Vol. 677where  0 is the optical depth at the line center, A21 is the Einstein coefﬁcient for spontaneous emission, Xpara-H2CO is the abundance of
para-H2CO, dv/dz is the velocity gradient, and xi and gi are the fractional population and statistical weight of level i, respectively. The
column density per unit velocity interval at the line center in the LVG model is given by
Npara-H2CO= V  
Xpara-H2COnH2 fL;V
dv=dz
:  B2 
Given nH2, Tk and Npara-H2CO/ V, the local LVG model gives the radiative temperature or the intensity of the line requiring as input the
collisional excitation rates. We adopted the collision rates calculated by Green (1991). Green used the interaction potential between
H2CO and He. Since He has twice the mass of H2,c o l l i s i o n a le x c i t a t i o nd u et oH 2 should be 2.2 times more effective than collisional
excitation by He (Green 1991; Mangum & Wootten 1993). The collisional excitation rates from Green were multiplied by this factor in
our calculations. The accuracy in the Green’s calculation of the total collisional excitation rates is  20%.
IncorporatingGreen’scollisionalexcitationratesandthevolumeﬁllingfactordiscussedabove,weusedtheradiativetransfercodein
Miriadtosolvefortheradiativeintensitiesfromthepara-H2COforthetwotransitions303Y202and321Y220.Inthelineemissioncase,the
line intensity ratio of the two transitions is a good indicator of the kinetic temperature in molecular clouds (e.g., Mangum & Wootten
1993). This ratio becomes strongly dependent on the volume density (nH2) when the kinetic temperature is greater than the upper state
energy of the highest excitation transition (Eu). Given a column density (Npara-H2CO/ V), both the intensity of the lower transition
I(303Y202) and the intensity ratio [I(303Y202)/I(321Y220)] as a function of Tk and nH2 can be calculated. We calculate ﬁve models with
different sets of volume ﬁlling factor of the para-H2CO gas ( fL;V), beam ﬁlling factor of the line emission or absorption ( fL), and beam
ﬁlling factor of the continuum emission ( fC). In models A, B, C, and D, the line ﬁlling factors fL;V   0:25 and fL   0:4a r ea s s u m e d ,
while fL;V   1a n dfL   1a r ea s s u m e di nm o d e lE .T h ec o n t i n u u mﬁ l l i n gf a c t o r so ffC   0:3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.05 are assumed in
models A,B,C, D,andE,respectively.Figure13showstheLVGresultscalculatedwith modelCforthecomponentK1-3at72kms 1.
The absorption line intensities of the two transitions 303Y202 and 321Y220 are plotted as a function of the kinetic temperature and
H2density.ThelineintensityratioI(303Y202)/I(321Y220)isalsoshown(bottom panel).Inthehigh-density andcold region(see theright
bottomcorner),bothtransitionsbecomesopticallythickandtheexcitationtemperatureismuchsmallerthanthebrightnesstemperatureof
the background continuum radiation and the line ratio becomes unity. When the gas becomes hot and less dense (left top corner), the line
ratiobecomeslarge.Fittingtheobservedresultsof thelineintensityandtheintensityratiototheLVGmodel,wecandetermineTk andnH2.
We ﬁnd that the absorption case is different from the case of emission, and the absorption line intensity of the lower energy transition,
I(303Y202), is a good indicator of the kinetic temperature (Tk) of a cloud component while the line intensity ratio I(303Y202)/I(321Y220)
places a strong constraint on the H2 volume density (nH2) (see the top panel of Fig. 14).
Fig. 12.—The PV diagram calculated from a model incorporating a spherical inﬂow with decelerating bipolar outﬂow for the parameter V0rmin f ( ;’) in a range
between0.5and5.1kms 1pc(scaledincolor).Thepositionaxis(vertical)isacutalongthemajoraxisoftheoutﬂow.Thevelocityaxis(horizontal)istheradialvelocityof
the outﬂow with respect to the LSR. The systematic velocity of the central object is assumed to be 58 km s 1 and the mean infall velocity of the absorption component is
8kms  1.ThecontourscorrespondtoV0rmin f ( ;’)   0:8,1,1.4,and2kms 1pc.Thethickcontourintheblueshiftedoutﬂowcorrespondsto2kms 1pc.Theabsorption
(dashed contours)f e a t u r ea tV   66 km s 1 and X   000 shows the component of spherical inﬂow. The normalized absorption intensity is scaled in color.
INFALL AND OUTFLOW IN SGR B2 369 No. 1, 2008Figure 14 shows examples of the LVG ﬁtting with model C ( fL;V   0:25, fL   0:4, and fL;V   0:1) to the observed results from
three typical regions. The top panel in Figure 14 is the result showing the LVG model curves ﬁtting to the observed I(303Y202)a n d
I(303Y202)/I(321Y220) for the velocity component at 72 km s 1 intheregionK1-3of SgrB2(N).Thedashedlinesareabsorptioninthe
units of Jy beam 1.T h et h i c kd a s h e dl i n ea n dt w ot h i nd a s h e dl i n e si nl i g h tb l u ea r et h eo b s e r v e dv a l u e so fI(303Y202)a n d1 
uncertainty. The solid lines are the intensity ratio I(303Y202)/I(321Y220). The thick line and two thin lines in red correspond to the ob-
served ratio and 1   uncertainty. The hatched region marks the solution ranges of 2:9 ;106Y7:9 ; 106 cm 3 in nH2 and Tk   350Y
360Kforgivenlog Npara-H2CO/ V
  
  16:4cm  2km 1s.WesearchedforLVGsolutionsinawiderangeof 11.0Y19.0cm 2km 1sin
log Npara-H2CO/ V
  
.
Fig. 13.—ExampleshowingtheLVGanalysisresultsderivedwithmodelCforcomponentK1-3at72kms 1.Top:Lineintensityofpara-H2COtransitionI(303Y202)as
af u n c t i o no fnH2 and Tk. Middle: Line intensity of para-H2CO transition I(321Y220)a saf u n c t i o no fnH2 and Tk. Bottom:L i n er a t i oo fI(303Y202)/I(321Y220)a saf u n c t i o no f
nH2 and Tk.
QIN ET AL. 370Fig. 14.—Examples ofﬁtting the observed line intensity and intensity ratio to model C with the LVG approximation. Dashed lines are the line intensity of the3 03Y202
transition.ThesolidlinesarethelineratioI(303Y202)/I(321Y220).ThethicksolidanddashedlinescorrespondtotheobservedvaluesofI(303Y202)andI(303Y202)/I(321Y220).
The hashed gray zones mark the solution regions in the nH2-Tk domain. Top:A b s o r p t i o nc o m p o n e n tK 1 - 3a t7 2k ms  1. Bottom left:A b s o r p t i o nc o m p o n e n tF 1 -4a t
68 km s 1. Bottom right:E m i s s i o nc o m p o n e n tM 3a t5 3k ms  1.[ See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this ﬁgure.]The bottom-left panel in Figure 14 shows the velocity component at 68 km s 1 in the F1-4 region of Sgr B2(M). Given
log Npara-H2CO/ V
  
  17:0cm  2km 1s,twopossiblesolutionswerefoundforthisregion,onewithhighertemperature(Tk   150K)
and lower density nH2   4:6 ;103 cm 3 and other with lower temperature (Tk   110 K) and higher density nH2   1:2 ; 104 cm 3.
Thebottom-rightpanelinFigure14showsaLVGmodeltotheobservedresultsfromtheisolatedemissionregion(M3)at53kms 1.
Givenlog Npara-H2CO/ V
  
  13:7cm  2km 1s,Tk   90Y240KandnH2   0:79Y2:3    ;105 cm 3werefound.Thelargeuncertainties
in Tk and nH2 are due to relatively weaker line emission.
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